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Linda Goodman's Sun Signs
The Secret Codes of the Universe
Linda Goodman
9781529037005

Non-Fiction > Star Signs & Horoscopes
Astrology
Bluebird ǀ Rs 499 ǀ 528pp ǀ Paperback ǀ A Format
November 28, 2019

`

Uncover the secrets of the universe with the original New York Times bestselling book from the world's most
respected astrological authority.
Embark on your cosmic path to self-discovery with this comprehensive guide to the twelve signs of the zodiac.
Your sun sign is determined by the day and month of your birth and dictates your zodiac personality. Taking each
of the twelve signs in turn, world famous astrologer Linda Goodman explains the importance of the sun – the most
powerful of all stellar bodies – in astrology. She describes the characteristics of each sign and how these can be
used to really get to know the men, women, children, bosses and employees in your life. This newfound
knowledge allows us to feel closer to one another and to understand that, as Goodman says, ‘Not all Capricorns
are meek, not all Leos are outwardly domineering and not all Virgos are virgins.’ Learn all this and much, much
more from the world-famous astrologer who has helped millions divine their way to success, happiness and love
by studying the sun signs.
Before publication of Sun Signs in 1968, astrology as we know it had a very limited following in the United States
and around the world. With this book, Linda Goodman changed that forever, bringing metaphysical consciousness
to millions of readers around the world for the first time. Newspapers began running astrology columns, and
Goodman herself contributed to these in the larger mass circulation women's magazines. An increasing number of
people knew their sign and how to interpret the signs of others, introducing the study of astrological tendencies as
we now know it.
Author Bio:
Linda Goodman's popular works have made her one of the most successful authors of astrological publications in
the world. Her classic bestseller, Linda Goodman's Sun Signs, originally published in 1968, brought metaphysical
consciousness to millions of readers around the world, and her fan base continues to grow today.

Review
Linda Goodman’s classic is as entertaining to read as it is easy to understand. Author: Guardian
Cult-classic Author: Bustle
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Linda Goodman’s Sun Signs, [is] a best-seller that expanded on the notion of identifying with a particular sign.
Author: TIME
[Linda Goodman's] comprehensive astrology textbook, Sun Signs laid out exactly what a sun sign pattern is, what
it means, and how it affects compatibility. Author: Elite Daily

My Life and Rugby: The Autobiography
Eddie Jones
9781509850723

Non-Fiction > Sports & Leisure
Autobiography: Sport; Rugby Union
Macmillan ǀ Rs 799 ǀ 320pp ǀ TPB ǀ Royal
November 21, 2019

`

The autobiography of Eddie Jones, the England Rugby head coach and one of the most respected coaches in sport.
Brilliant, honest, combative - Eddie Jones is a gigantic figure in world rugby and a true legend of the game. My Life in
Rugby is his explosive autobiography.
Eddie Jones has masterminded a revival in English rugby after the shocking early exit at the home World Cup in 2015.
Since taking over he has won the Six Nations Championship back to back, including England's first grand slam in a
generation, their first ever whitewash of Australia, as well as taking them on their longest ever winning streak.
Always a forthright and honest voice, Eddie tells the story of England's remarkable turnaround and also the challenges
of managing the biggest rugby nation in the world. My Life and Rugby draws on his coaching experience of Australia,
when he lost in the final to Clive Woodward's 2003 World Cup-winning team, and coaching Japan to the greatest upset
in Rugby World Cup history when they beat South Africa. Eddie also shares leadership lessons that are equally
applicable off the pitch, as well as how he has managed success and learnt from failure to now be rated one of the top
sports coaches in the world.
The story of a rugby legend, told with unflinching honesty, My Life in Rugby is the ultimate rugby books for all fans of
the sport.

Author Bio:
Eddie Jones is the head coach of the England Rugby Union team. Previously he worked as coach for Australia and Japan,
when they famously beat South Africa in the 2015 World Cup. He was also assistant coach for South Africa in 2007
when they won the World Cup.
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Daily Rituals: Women at Work
Mason Currey
9781509852833

Non-Fiction > Autobiographies, Biographies & Memoirs
Creative Writing & Creative Writing Guides
Picador ǀ Rs 699 ǀ 416pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format
November 21, 2019

From Vanessa Bell and Charlotte Brontë to Nina Simone and Jane Campion, here are over one hundred and forty
female writers, painters, musicians, sculptors, poets, choreographers, and filmmakers on how they create and work.
The much-anticipated follow-up to the acclaimed and resoundingly fascinating Daily Rituals.
Filled with the innovative, inspiring and wonderfully prolific accounts of some of the world's best female creators, Daily
Rituals: Women at Work is the powerful and championing sequel to Mason Currey's first book, Daily Rituals.
Barbara Hepworth sculpted outdoors and Janet Frame wore earmuffs as she worked to block out noise. Kate Chopin
wrote with her six children 'swarming around her' whereas the artist Rosa Bonheur filled her bedroom with the sixty
birds that inspired her work. Louisa May Alcott wrote so vigorously - skipping sleep and meals - that she had to learn to
write with her left hand to give her cramped right hand a break.
Filled with details of the large and small choices these women made, Daily Rituals: Women at Work is about the day-today lives of some of the world's most extraordinary creative minds who, whether Virginia Woolf, Charlotte Brontë, Nina
Simone or Jane Campion, found the time and got to work.
'An admirably succinct portrait of some distinctly uncommon lives' Meryle Secrest
Author Bio:
Mason Currey was born in Pennsylvania, and graduated from the University of North Carolina at Asheville. His first
book, Daily Rituals: How Artists Work was published in 2013. Currey's writing has appeared in Slate, Metropolis,
and Print. He lives in New York.
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The Bells of Old Tokyo:
Travels in Japanese Time
Anna Sherman
9781529000467

Non-Fiction > Travel Writing
Places & peoples: general & pictorial works, Japan, Personal
Memoirs
Picador ǀ Rs 699 ǀ 352pp ǀ TPB ǀ B Format
November 21, 2019

A hauntingly original book about Tokyo and the Japanese relationship to time, memory and history, seen through the
eyes of an outsider, searching for the past that underlies the city's arrestingly visible present.
'Sherman's is a special book. Every sentence, every thought she has, every question she asks, every detail she
notices, offers something. The Bells of Old Tokyo is a gift . . . It is a masterpiece.' Spectator
For over 300 years, Japan closed itself to outsiders, developing a remarkable and unique culture. During its period of
isolation, the inhabitants of the city of Edo, later known as Tokyo, relied on its public bells to tell the time. In her
remarkable book, Anna Sherman tells of her search for the bells of Edo, exploring the city of Tokyo and its inhabitants
and the individual and particular relationship of Japanese culture - and the Japanese language - to time, tradition,
memory, impermanence and history.
Through Sherman's journeys around the city and her friendship with the owner of a small, exquisite cafe, who elevates
the making and drinking of coffee to an art-form, The Bells of Old Tokyo presents a series of hauntingly memorable
voices in the labyrinth that is the metropolis of the Japanese capital: An aristocrat plays in the sea of ashes left by the
Allied firebombing of 1945. A scientist builds the most accurate clock in the world, a clock that will not lose a second in
five billion years. A sculptor eats his father's ashes while the head of the house of Tokugawa reflects on the destruction
of his grandfather's city ('A lost thing is lost. To chase it leads to darkness').
The result is a book that not only engages with the striking otherness of Japanese culture like no other, but that also
marks the arrival of a dazzling new writer as she presents an absorbing and alluring meditation on life through an
exploration of a great city and its people.

Author Bio:
Anna Sherman was born in Little Rock, Arkansas. She studied Greek and Latin at Wellesley College and Oxford before
moving to Tokyo in 2001. The Bells of Old Tokyo is her first book.
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A Minute to Midnight:
Atlee Pine series
David Baldacci
9781509874460

Crime, Mystery & Thrillers
Macmillan ǀ Rs 599 ǀ 464pp ǀ TPB ǀ Royal
November 14, 2019

A gripping thriller featuring Atlee Pine, FBI Special Agent, by internationally bestselling author David Baldacci.
This will be the second in the Atlee Pine series, following the bestselling Long Road to Mercy.
FBI Agent Atlee Pine's life was never the same after her twin sister Mercy was kidnapped--and likely killed--thirty
years ago. After a lifetime of torturous uncertainty, Atlee's unresolved anger finally gets the better of her on the job,
and she finds she has to deal with the demons of her past if she wants to remain with the FBI.
Atlee and her assistant Carol Blum head back to Atlee's rural hometown in Georgia to see what they can uncover about
the traumatic night Mercy was taken and Pine was almost killed. But soon after Atlee begins her investigation, a local
woman is found ritualistically murdered, her face covered with a wedding veil--and the first killing is quickly followed by
a second bizarre murder.
Atlee is determined to continue her search for answers, but now she must also set her sights on finding a potential
serial killer before another victim is claimed. But in a small town full of secrets--some of which could answer the
questions that have plagued Atlee her entire life--digging deeper into the past could be more dangerous than she
realizes . . .
Author Bio:
David Baldacci is one of the world's bestselling and favourite thriller writers. With over 130 million copies in print, his
books are published in over eighty territories and forty-five languages, and have been adapted for both feature-film and
television. David is also the co-founder, along with his wife, of the Wish You Well Foundation®, a non-profit
organization dedicated to supporting literacy efforts across the US.
Trust him to take you to the action.
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SPY
Danielle Steel
9781529014808

General Fiction > Historical Romance
PAN ǀ Rs 450 ǀ 320pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format
November 28, 2019

A powerful and compelling story of one woman's courage and bravery as an undercover agent in WW2 from the
world's favourite storyteller.
Spy by Danielle Steel is the page-turning story of a fearless young woman risking everything for what she believes in.
It is 1939 and although she doesn't know it, it will be the last normal summer Alexandra Wickham will spend for more
than thirty years. Alexandra is a young woman who sees her brothers fight and die for their country, and, inspired by
their heroism, she is determined to do what she can for the war effort.
As a volunteer for the First Aid Corps, her courage, intelligence and talent for languages do not go unnoticed. Before
long, she is approached by MI6 to go undercover and work as a spy. Undertaking some of the most dangerous missions
of the war in France, she falls in love with a young soldier, who leaves the army behind for the relative security of the
diplomatic corps. They marry, but her identity is a secret, even to her husband.
Over the next thirty years - as she raises a family - Alexandra continues to work undercover in some of the most
dangerous trouble spots in the world under the perfect guise of a diplomat's wife. From India to Hong Kong, Morocco to
Moscow, she puts her life on the line serving her country, whilst never receiving recognition.
Author Bio:
Danielle Steel has been hailed as one of the world's most popular authors, with nearly a billion copies of her novels
sold. Her international bestsellers include The Duchess, The Right Time and Fairytale. She is also the author of His Bright
Light, the story of her son Nick Traina's life and death; A Gift of Hope, a memoir of her work with the homeless; and the
children's books Pretty Minnie in Paris and Pretty Minnie in Hollywood. Danielle divides her time between Paris and her
home in northern California.
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A Dog's Promise
W. Bruce Cameron
9781529010084

General Fiction > Dogs as Pets
PAN ǀ Rs 399 ǀ 384pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format
November 24, 2019

A Dog's Promise is the captivating third novel in the A Dog's Purpose series, from New York Times bestselling author
W. Bruce Cameron.
A Dog's Promise is the heart-warming and uplifting story about one dog who fulfils his promise and helps a family
who needs him the most, from W. Bruce Cameron the international number one bestselling author of A Dog's
Purpose.
Bailey knows one thing for sure: all dogs who offer unconditional love, just like him, are destined for heaven.
But before Bailey can rest in peace, there's one family in particular that needs his help. A family that is on the verge of
breaking apart.
Bailey knows that helping this family means he won't remember his previous lives, and the other families that he's met
and loved, but sometimes making the sacrifice to help those in need is its own reward.
Deeply emotional and beautifully told, A Dog's Purpose will speak to dog lovers all over the world who know that their
pets are sent to them for a reason and that their love can heal all wounds.
Author Bio:
W. Bruce Cameron is the number one New York Times and USA Today bestselling author of A Dog's Purpose and A
Dog's Way Home, A Dog's Journey (all three are major motion pictures), The Dog Master, Ellie's Story, Bailey's Story,
Shelby's Story, The Dogs of Christmas, The Midnight Plan of the Repo Man, and others. He lives in California.
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Emperor Nero:
The Splendour Before the Dark
Margaret George
9781509840236

Historical Fiction > Ancient Rome Fiction
PAN ǀ Rs 499 ǀ 384pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format
November 28, 2019

A spectacular historical fiction novel about the Great Fire of Rome and the last years of Emperor Nero's reign.
From New York Times bestselling author Margaret George, Emperor Nero: The Splendour Before The Dark is the
stunning conclusion to Emperor Nero's story that began in The Confessions of Young Nero.
With the beautiful and cunning Poppaea at his side, Nero Augustus commands the Roman Empire, ushering in an
unprecedented era of artistic and cultural splendour. Although he has yet to produce an heir, his power is absolute.
But in the tenth year of his reign, a terrifying prophecy comes to pass and a fire engulfs Rome, reducing entire swaths of
the city to rubble. Rumours of Nero's complicity in the blaze start to sow unrest among the populace - and the
politicians . . .
For better or worse, Nero knows that his fate is now tied to Rome's - and he vows to rebuild it as a city that will stun the
world. But there are those who find his rampant quest for glory dangerous. Throughout the empire, false friends and
spies conspire against him, not understanding what drives him to undertake the impossible.
Nero will either survive and be the first in his family to escape the web of betrayals that is the Roman court, or be
ensnared and remembered as the last radiance of the greatest dynasty the world had ever known.
Author Bio:
Margaret George is the author of several bestselling novels, including The Autobiography of Henry VIII, Mary Queen of
Scotland & the Isles, Mary, Called Magdalene and Elizabeth I. She travels widely to research her novels and lives with
her husband in Madison, Wisconsin.
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Pumpkinheads
Rainbow Rowell
9781529008630

Juvenile Fiction >
Comic strip fiction / graphic novels, Humorous
stories, Short stories
MCB ǀ Rs 499 ǀ 224pp ǀ Paperback ǀ Royal
November 15, 2019

#1 New York Times bestseller Rainbow Rowell teams up with Faith Erin Hicks for Pumpkinheads, a smart, swoony YA
full colour graphic novel story of missed connections in a pumpkin patch!
A smart and swoony Rainbow Rowell romance in full colour graphic novel form. Beloved writer Rainbow Rowell and
Eisner Award-winning artist Faith Erin Hicks have teamed up to create Pumpkinheads, a tender and hilarious story
about two irresistible teens discovering what it means to leave behind a place - and a person - with no regrets.
Deja and Josiah are seasonal best friends.
Every autumn, all through high school, they've worked together at the best pumpkin patch in the whole wide world (not
many people know that the best pumpkin patch in the whole wide world is in Omaha, Nebraska, but it definitely is).
They say goodbye every Halloween, and they're reunited every September 1.
But this Halloween is different - Josiah and Deja are finally seniors, and this is their last season at the pumpkin patch.
Their last shift together. Their last goodbye.
Josiah's ready to spend the whole night feeling melancholy about it. Deja isn't ready to let him. She's got a plan: What if
instead of moping they went out with a bang? They could see all the sights! Taste all the snacks! And Josiah could finally
talk to that cute girl he's been mooning over for three years . . .
What if their last shift was an adventure?
Author Bio:
Rainbow Rowell lives in Omaha, Nebraska. Her second YA novel, Fangirl, was a New York Times bestseller, as was her
first novel, Eleanor & Park.
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Real Friends
Shannon Hale
9781626727854

Juvenile Fiction >
Comic strip fiction / graphic novels, Humorous
stories, Short stories
First Second ǀ Rs 599 ǀ 224pp ǀ TPB ǀ Royal
November 15, 2019

“Fresh and funny.” ―New York Times Book Review
Newbery Honor author Shannon Hale and New York Times bestselling illustrator LeUyen Pham join forces in this
graphic memoir about how hard it is to find your real friends―and why it's worth the journey.
When best friends are not forever . . .
Shannon and Adrienne have been best friends ever since they were little. But one day, Adrienne starts hanging out
with Jen, the most popular girl in class and the leader of a circle of friends called The Group. Everyone in The
Group wants to be Jen's #1, and some girls would do anything to stay on top . . . even if it means bullying others.
Now every day is like a roller coaster for Shannon. Will she and Adrienne stay friends? Can she stand up for
herself? And is she in The Group―or out?
Parents Magazine Best Graphic Novel of 2017
A School Library Journal Best Book of 2017
A Chicago Public Library Best Book of 2017
A 2017 Booklist Youth Editors' Choice
A 2018 YALSA Great Graphic Novel
Author Bio:
Shannon Hale is the bestselling author of many books for children, including the Ever After High series, Princess
Academy (Newbery Honor book), and The Unbeatable Squirrel Girl middle grade novel. She co-wrote the graphic
novels Rapunzel's Revenge and Calamity Jack and the chapter book series The Princess in Black with her husband
Dean Hale. They live with their four children near Salt Lake City, Utah.
LeUyen Pham is the bestselling illustrator of The Princess in Black series with Shannon and Dean Hale. She wrote
and illustrated Big Sister, Little Sister and The Bear Who Wasn’t There and is the illustrator of many other picture
books, including The Boy Who Loved Math. She lives and works in Los Angeles with her husband and her two
adorable sons.
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Fierce Fragile Hearts
Sara Barnard
9781509852888

Juvenile Fiction > Love & Romance
MCB ǀ Rs 399 ǀ 368pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format
November 15, 2019

The powerful sequel to the bestselling Beautiful Broken Things, which was shortlisted for the YA Book Prize and
selected for Zoella's Book Club.
'This book is exquisite' - Holly Bourne, bestselling author of Am I Normal Yet?
Fierce Fragile Hearts is the stunning companion novel to Sara Barnard's YA bestseller Beautiful Broken Things, which
was selected for the inaugural Zoella Book Club. It is about leaving the past behind, the friends who form your future,
and learning to find love, in all its forms.
Two years after a downward spiral took her as low as you can possibly go, Suzanne is starting again. Again. She's back in
Brighton, the only place she felt she belonged, back with her best friends Caddy and Rosie. But they're about to leave
for university. When your friends have been your light in the darkness, what happens when you're the one left behind?
Author Bio:
Sara Barnard lives in Brighton and does all her best writing on trains. She loves books, book people and book things.
She has been writing ever since she was too small to reach the 'on' switch on the family's Amstrad computer. She gets
her love of words from her dad, who made sure she always had books to read and introduced her to the wonders of
second-hand bookshops at a young age.
Sara is trying to visit every country in Europe, and has managed to reach thirteen with her best friend. She has also lived
in Canada and worked in India. Her debut novel Beautiful Broken Things was shortlisted for the YA Book Prize and
selected as part of Zoella's Book Club.
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Opposite of Always
Justin Reynolds
9781509870042

Juvenile Fiction > Love & Romance
MCB ǀ Rs 399 ǀ 320pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format
November 15, 2019

Groundhog Day meets Everything Everything in this YA romance with a twist.
'One of the best love stories I've ever read.' Angie Thomas, bestselling author of The Hate U Give.
From debut author justin a. reynolds comes The Opposite of Always, a razor-sharp, hilarious and heartfelt novel
about the choices we make, the people we choose and the moments that make life worth reliving. Perfect for fans of
Nicola Yoon and John Green.
When Jack and Kate meet at a party, he knows he's falling - hard. Soon she's meeting his best friends and Kate wins
them over as easily as she did Jack.
But then Kate dies. And their story should end there.
Yet Kate's death sends Jack back to the beginning, the moment they first meet, and Kate's there again. Healthy, happy,
and charming as ever. Jack isn't sure if he's losing his mind.
Still, if he has a chance to prevent Kate's death, he'll take it. Even if that means believing in time travel. However, Jack
will learn that his actions are not without consequences. And when one choice turns deadly for someone else close to
him, he has to figure out what he's willing to do to save the people he loves.
'Read this one, reread it, and then hug it to your chest.' Becky Albertalli, bestselling author of Simon vs. the Homo
Sapiens Agenda
Author Bio:
Justin. a. reynolds has been a pest control operator, night security guard, steel mill janitor, NASA intern, salesman of
high-end faucet fixtures, and carpet-flooring installer. He was most recently a registered nurse, before trading his
stethoscope for a pencil, but likes to think both instruments reveal the heart. He lives with his family in northeast Ohio,
home to snow, Lake Erie, and the Cavaliers. The Opposite of Always is his first novel.
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10 Blind Dates
Ashley Elston
9781529032086

Juvenile Fiction >
Romance & relationships stories
MCB ǀ Rs 399 ǀ 320pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format
November 15, 2019

10 Blind Dates is delicious, warm, escapist YA romance full of humour and heart, set during the Christmas holiday
period.
Would you let your family play matchmaker to help you get over a broken heart?
Ashley Elston's 10 Blind Dates is the perfect Christmas treat: delicious, warm, funny, escapist YA romance.
Sophie wants one thing for Christmas - time with her boyfriend Griffin. So when her parents plan a trip to visit her sister
over the holiday, Sophie begs to be left behind with her grandparents and her boisterous extended family. But she and
Griffin break up and she's devastated.
Sophie's grandmother, hating to see her so upset, devises a (not so) brilliant plan - to distract her from heartbreak. Over
the next ten days, different family members will set Sophie up on ten different blind dates, which doesn't sound
awkward at all . . .
When Griffin turns up unexpectedly, it makes Sophie more confused than ever. Because maybe, just maybe, she's
started to have feelings for someone else. Someone who is definitely not available.
Film rights have been bought by Matt Kaplan and Ace Antertainment, the team behind hit Netflix YA movie Jenny
Han's To All The Boys I've Loved Before. Everything Everything screenwriter J. Mills Goodloe is attached to adapt the
screenplay.
Author Bio:
Ashley Elston lives is North Louisiana with her husband and three sons. She worked as a wedding and portrait
photographer for ten years until she decided to pursue writing full time. Ashley is also a certified landscape
horticulturist and loves digging in the dirt. Her debut novel, The Rules for Disappearing was published by Disney
Hyperion in 2013 and was a finalist in the Best Young Adult category of the International Thriller Writers Awards. 10
Blind Dates is her first YA rom-com.
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The Deadly 7
Garth Jennings
9781509887644

Juvenile Fiction > Fantasy & Magic
MCB ǀ Rs 399 ǀ 272pp ǀ Paperback ǀ B Format
November 21, 2019

A monstrously hilarious middle-grade adventure from Sing director Garth Jennings.
'Funny, weird and the perfect mix of dark and light, this is a fantastic new voice in middle-grade fiction. I loved it!'
Robin Stevens, bestselling author of Murder Most Unladylike
The Deadly 7 is a monster adventure by Garth Jennings, writer and director of animated movie Sing, and is packed
full of hilarious illustrations.
One night, deep in the catacombs of St Paul's Cathedral, eleven-year-old Nelson stumbles across a strange and ancient
machine, which accidentally extracts the seven deadly sins from his soul in the form of living breathing, grumpy, smelly
monsters. Suddenly he's stuck with seven angry, sneaky, greedy, vain, adorable, thieving, farting new friends, who help
him form the best (and weirdest) plan ever: to find and rescue his missing beloved big sister . . .
Author Bio:
Garth Jennings has directed many music videos and commercials as one third of the production company Hammer &
Tongs. His work includes videos for Blur, Radiohead, Beck, Fatboy Slim and Vampire Weekend.
He is the director of two feature films - The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy (2005) and Son of Rambow (2007), for
which he also wrote the screenplay. He wrote and directed the Golden Globe nominated Sing, a feature-length
animated movie with an all-star cast, from the studio that created Despicable Me. He has also written The Deadly
7 and The Wildest Cowboy for Macmillan Children's Books.
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The Darkest Dark
Chris Hadfield
9781529013610
Picture Storybooks;
Adventure stories; Space; Personal &
social issues: self-awareness & self-esteem
MCB ǀ Rs 350 ǀ 48pp ǀ Paperback
November 21, 2019

A special edition of Chris Hadfield's beautiful picture book, The Darkest Dark, celebrating the 50th anniversary of the
Apollo 11 moon landing. Featuring a heartfelt foreword from the astronaut himself and an enchanting glow-in-thedark pull-out poster.
A pull-out Glow-in-the-Dark poster! is included with this new picture book of The Darkest Dark by astronaut Chris
Hadfield, celebrating the 50th anniversary of the first moon landing.
"While I was growing up, the Moon helped light the path to my dreams. But it was on a hot July night that my dreamy
thoughts became real. The brave astronauts of Apollo 11 travelled to that distant place and stepped out onto its surface,
their boots blazing a new trail in the ancient grey dust. Those footprints showed me that impossible things can
happen." Chris Hadfield
Young Chris is a very important astronaut. When Dad says it's time for bed - Sorry, no can do: An astronaut's work is
never done. But in the dark lurk all kinds of scary aliens. So Chris doesn't like to sleep, but Mum and Dad do! When he
watches in awe at the Apollo 11 Moon Landing, Chris realizes he must overcome his fear of the dark. For in the darkest
dark of space lies a power and a mystery that might just help Chris make his dreams come true.
Inspired by the childhood of real-life astronaut, Commander Chris Hadfield, author of An Astronaut's Guide to Life on
Earth. The Darkest Dark is his debut children's book, brought to life by the illustrations of Terry and Eric Fan. The
evocative beauty of their pictures brings to life a bedtime story that will encourage children to dream big, think like an
astronaut and embrace the unknown.
Author Bio:
Chris Hadfield was the first Canadian to walk in space. He is a seasoned and accomplished astronaut, having spent 166
days orbiting the plant. Inspired to become an astronaut after watching the Apollo 11 Moon Landing, Hadfield was the
top graduate of the U.S Air Force test pilot school in 1988 and U.S Navy test pilot of the year in 1991. He was selected to
be an astronaut in 1992. Serving as commander of the international space station he conducted a record-setting
number of scientific experiments, oversaw an emergency spacewalk, and gained worldwide acclaim for his breathtaking
photographs and educational videos about life in space. Alongside all of this, he also made a zero gravity version of
David Bowie's 'Space Oddity', which received over 10 million views in its first three days online. Hadfield's book An
Astronaut's Guide to Life on Earth teaches how to think like an astronaut and apply the lessons of space to life on Earth.
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I Am Perfectly Designed
Karamo Brown
9781529036152
Picture Storybooks;
Family & home stories; Humorous stories
MCB ǀ Rs 599 ǀ 40pp ǀ Hardback
November 14, 2019

"When I was a baby... I had no hair, and you had lots. Now it's the opposite."
I am Perfectly Designed is a joyful celebration of loving who you are, exactly as you are. Written by
Karamo Brown, culture expert on the hit Netflix series Queer Eye, and his son Jason, this empowering
story sees a boy and his father take a walk through the city chatting about all the ways in which they are
perfectly designed for each other. From playing in the park and getting ice cream to dressing up for
Halloween and staring at the moon, the father and son remember past events and look forward to the
future together.
Funny and warm, with bright and lively pictures from Anoosha Syed, this is a book for families of all
kinds, everywhere.
Author Bio:
Karamo Brown is a TV personality, producer, and host who fixes hearts and minds as the Culture Expert
on Netflix's Emmy-winning series, Queer Eye. He made history in 2004 when he appeared on MTV's The
Real World as the first openly gay African American reality TV star. In 2007, Karamo learned he had a
nine-year-old biological son, Jason, and gained full custody. He later adopted his son's half-brother,
Chris, and left the spotlight to become a social worker before making his return to TV. He lives in Los
Angeles with his fiancé and two sons.
Jason Brown is a rising young star in Hollywood who has studied dramatic and comedic acting at the
University of California, Los Angeles. He often draws on his own life to entertain and inspire, including his
experience connecting with his father, Karamo Brown, at the age of ten. Jason lives in Los Angeles,
California.
Anoosha Syed is a Pakistani-Canadian illustrator based in Toronto, who has a passion for creating
charming characters with an emphasis on diversity and inclusion. She has illustrated picture books for
clients including Random House, Simon & Schuster and Disney Publishing, with Bilal Cooks Daal being
her most recent publication. Anoosha is also a freelance character designer and has worked with Disney
Jr and Dreamworks TV.
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Kiki and Jax
The Life-Changing Magic of Friendship
Marie Kondo
9781529032116
Picture Storybooks; Family & home stories
MCB ǀ Rs 599 ǀ 40pp ǀ Hardback
November 05, 2019

International superstar and bestselling author Marie Kondo has created this picture book story for
young children encouraging them to discover the joy of sorting and tidying their things
Tidying superstar Marie Kondo brings her unique magic to Kiki and Jax, a charming picture book story
about how tidying up can spark joy in the lives of young children.
Kiki and Jax are best friends - Jax enjoys sorting but Kiki enjoys collecting and gathers a lot of stuff.
Soon her home is full of things all over the place. Where is Kiki's ball? What did she do with her
swimsuit? Her home has become an obstacle course and it's hard for Kiki and Jax to play together. But
Jax has a plan - he teaches Kiki how to sort everything and to keep only those things that spark joy.
Once she and Jax have tidied up, Kiki has room in her life for those things that matter the most especially Jax!
Author Bio:
Marie Kondo has been enchanted with organizing since her childhood and began her tidying
consultancy business as a nineteen year old university student in Toyko. Today she is a renowned
tidying expert, helping people around the world to transform their cluttered homes into spaces of
serenity and inspiration. She stars in the Netflix hit show Tidying Up with Marie Kondo and is the
founder of KonMari Media, Inc. Marie has featured in numerous magazines and newspapers and was
listed as one of Time magazine's 100 most influential people. Marie lives in Los Angeles with her
husband and their two young children, who helped inspire Marie's first picture book, Kiki and Jax.
Salina Yoon was born in Korea and emigrated to the United States at the age of four. She is an author,
illustrator and format designer and has worked on nearly 200 books for young children, specialising in
interactive and novelty books. She lives in San Diego, California, with her husband and their two sons.
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The Something
Rebecca Cobb
9781529017519
Picture Storybooks, Family & home stories;
Animal stories
MCB ǀ Rs 350 ǀ 32pp ǀ Paperback
November 05, 2019

Let your imagination run wild with this fantastic story from the award-winning illustrator of The Paper Dolls.
A glorious imaginative adventure from Rebecca Cobb, the award-winning illustrator of The Paper
Dolls and The Everywhere Bear.
Underneath the cherry tree in our garden there is a little hole. I'm sure there is something down there . . .
When a little boy's ball disappears down a mysterious hole in the garden, he can't stop thinking about what
could be down there. Could it be a little mouse's house? The lair of a hungry troll? Or maybe even a dragon's
den? Whatever the something is, he is determined to find out!
The Something is a gorgeous, original story full of warmth and the wonder of childhood from Rebecca Cobb,
the award-winning creator of Lunchtime and Aunt Amelia.
Also available from Rebecca Cobb: Lunchtime, Aunt Amelia and Hello Friend!
Author Bio:
Rebecca Cobb is rapidly establishing herself as one of the most talented names in picture books. Since
graduating from Falmouth College of Arts she has published a number of well-received books with Macmillan,
including the heart-breakingly beautiful Missing Mummy and the critically acclaimed Aunt Amelia. Twice
shortlisted for the CILIP Kate Greenaway Medal, Rebecca won the Waterstones Children's Book Prize for her
brilliant book Lunchtime. In addition to working on her own books and collaborating with the inimitable Julia
Donaldson for Macmillan Children's Books, Rebecca illustrates stories written by Richard Curtis for Puffin.
Rebecca lives in Falmouth with her husband and young daughter.
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The Singing Mermaid Sticker Book
Julia Donaldson
9781529010923
Picture Storybooks, Animal stories
MCB ǀ Rs 299 ǀ 24pp ǀ Paperback
November 05, 2019

This magical mermaid sticker book is packed full of games, activities and over 400 stickers. Based on the bestselling
picture book The Singing Mermaid by Julia Donaldson and Lydia Monks.
Packed full of sticker scenes, puzzles, games and over 400 stickers, The Singing Mermaid Sticker Book is ideal for
mermaid fans and perfect for birthdays, rainy days and school holidays - a great gift for any child.
Based on the bestselling picture book by the unstoppable creative team of Julia Donaldson and Lydia Monks, who also
created the modern classic What the Ladybird Heard series.
Join the Singing Mermaid as she tries to escape from the circus and return to the freedom of her ocean home. The
crowds love her voice, but the poor mermaid is kept in a tank by the wicked circus owner, Sam Sly. The mermaid will
need the help of all her circus friends to get back home to the sea. . .
Author Bio:
Julia Donaldson is the author of some of the world's best-loved children's books, including modern classics The
Gruffalo and The Gruffalo's Child, which together have sold over 17 million copies worldwide, and the hugely successful
What the Ladybird Heard adventures. Julia also writes fiction, including the Princess Mirror-Belle books illustrated by
Lydia Monks, as well as poems, plays and songs - and her brilliant live shows are always in demand. She was Children's
Laureate 2011-13 and has been honoured with a CBE for Services to Literature. Julia and her husband Malcolm divide
their time between West Sussex and Edinburgh.
Lydia Monks is one of the most original and bestselling picture book artists working today. Lydia illustrates several
bestselling series including the What the Ladybird Heard adventures and Princess Mirror-Belle, written by Julia
Donaldson. Her distinctive use of colour and collage has won her critical acclaim and several awards, including the Royal
Mail Scottish Children's Book Award, the Stockport Children's Book Award and multiple nominations for the Kate
Greenaway Medal. She is also the author and illustrator of the Twit Twoo School picture books. Lydia lives in Sheffield.
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Before I Go to Sleep
Ann Pilling
9780753475836
Traditional stories, Bible Stories
Kingfisher ǀ Rs 599 ǀ 96pp ǀ Hardback
November 14, 2019

A beautifully illustrated gift edition of favorite bible stories, poems, and prayers
This delightfully illustrated gift book contains twenty-one stories from the Old and New Testaments,
each accompanied by poems, prayers, and songs. Kady MacDonald Denton's illustrations bring
characters and their stories to life. Together, parents and children will enjoy sharing Before I Go To
Sleep.

Author Bio:
Kady MacDonald Denton has illustrated numerous titles for Kingfisher, including A Child's Treasury
of Nursery Rhymes, In the Light of the Moon by Sam McBratney, and two collections written by Ann
Pilling, The Kingfisher Book of Bible Stories and The Kingfisher Treasury of Myths and Legends. She is
also the creator of several picture books. She lives in Manitoba, Canada, and received the prestigious
Governor General's Award for her illustration work.
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Full of Fun x 10 Book Set

9781529017564
Picture Storybooks, Family & home stories; Animal stories │ Rs 1999
Children will love the friendly characters and hilarious antics in this 10-book collection.
There's a greedy shark, a cheeky dragon, a giraffe riding a bike and all the favourite books of Charlie Cook
(written by Julia Donaldson and illustrated by Axel Scheffler, no less)... With their eye-catching artwork and
flowing text, these stories are brilliant for bedtime and are sure to delight on repeated reads.
Which one of these vibrant and varied stories will make your children laugh the most?
Format: paperback

Titles in this collection (10)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Shark in the Dark
Winston was Worried
Rich Witch Poor Witch
Polly Parrot Picks a Pirate
The Dragon and the Nibblesome Knight
The King Cat
Giraffe on a Bicycle
Charlie Cook's Favourite Book
The Crocodile Who Didn't Like Water
The Great Gran Plan
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I Love Christmas Collection x 10 Book Set

9781529017625
Picture Storybooks, Family & home stories; Animal stories │ Rs 1999
Who doesn't love Christmas? These 10 festive picture books celebrate the most wonderful time of the year
with plenty of Yuletide sparkle.
Little mouse William makes a winter wish for it to snow; Santa tries to avoid being photographed everywhere
he goes; and there's a whole host of wintry animals waiting to say hello!
With rhyming text, funny characters and heart-warming plots, these books will help the whole family get into
the festive spirit.
Format: paperback

Titles in this collection (10)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

William's Winter Wish
The Night Before Christmas
The Gruffalo's Child
The Christmas Show
The Best Christmas Present Ever!
Snowball
Santa Selfie
Bella Gets Her Skates On
Sam's Snowflake
Say Hello to the Snowy Animals
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KAIZEN
The Japanese Method for Transforming Habits,
One Small Step at a Time
Sarah Harvey
9781529005356

Self Help; Mind, Body & Spirit >
Popular Japan Philosophy; Assertiveness, Motivation &
Self-Esteem; Advice on Careers & Achieving Success
Bluebird ǀ Rs 599 ǀ 288pp ǀ Hardback
November 05, 2019

Perfect for fans of Ikigai and Marie Kondo, Kaizen is the step-by-step Japanese way to bring positive
changes into your life.
'This beautiful, simple book suggests tiny changes we can make to improve all areas of life, from friendships
to a cluttered flat. Unlike a lot of self-improvement guides . . . reading it made me feel calmer and at the
same time motivated to sort out my cupboards and call my auntie; small tweaks maybe, but these things can
make the difference between a good day and a bad one.' Marianne Power, author of Help Me!
A gorgeously illustrated introduction to the Japanese method of Kaizen - meaning 'change' 'good' - showing
you how to make small, step-by-step changes to transform your life.
From Marie Kondo to Hygge to Ikigai, in recent years, philosophies to help people live better lives have taken
the world by storm. Kaizen will change your habits for good.
This beautifully colour illustrated and photographed book offers a way to build good habits and remove bad
ones, without being too hard on yourself along the way. The focus is on having patience, shaping solutions
for yourself rather than following others and not giving up when things aren't working. Rather than being
critical of your faults, the emphasis is on mindful, positive change. Well-known in the business and sports
worlds as a method for mapping incremental goals, Kaizen is also a wonderful tool for slowly improving
aspects of your life, without feeling daunted or overwhelmed by the challenge.
Kaizen by Sarah Harvey brings you a personalized and flexible approach to change that you can apply to any
area of your life (whether it is health, relationships, money, career, habits, new hobbies or general
wellbeing). You can adapt it to suit working style, preferences and personality. Every person's experience of
Kaizen will be different, which is what makes it such an effective tool for positive change.
Author Bio:
Sarah Harvey was living in Tokyo working as a freelance book scout and publishing consultant when she fell
in love with Japanese culture and was introduced to Kaizen - the Japanese method of incremental change.
Sarah now lives in London, and has sold book translation rights for many bestselling authors and diverse
brands - from Joe Wicks and Deliciously Ella, to Tony Buzan, Cathy Rentzenbrink and Haruki Murakami.
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SALES POINTS
•

A beautiful full-colour gift book celebrating the Japanese philosophy of Kaizen,
for fans of international bestsellers such as Ikigai and The Little Book of Hygge

•

Kaizen has been sold into 10 territories worldwide, and has been translated into
Czech, French, German, Ukranian, Spanish, Italian, Russian, Romanian and
Lithuanian.

•

Focus on Japan will increase with the Rugby World Cup in 2019 and the Tokyo
Olympics in 2020, with both events providing ample opportunity for publicity
and marketing angles.
Team GB cycling team use Kaizen in their training.

•

Japanese self-help is increasingly popular, with titles such as A Monk's Guide to
a Clean House and Mind (UK TCM 28k) and titles on Ikigai, Wabi-Sabi and
Kakeibo helping fuel the fire.

The cycle of kaizen activity can be defined as: "Plan → Do → Check → Act". This is
also known as the Shewhart cycle, Deming cycle, or PDCA.

"KAIZEN™ means improvement. Moreover, it means continuing
improvement in personal life, home life, social life, and working life. When
applied to the workplace KAIZEN™ means continuing improvement
involving everyone – managers and workers alike." Masaaki Imai,
Founder of Kaizen Institute
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